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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Responsive Respiratory Launches New O2 To Go! Cylinder Duration Online Calculator
St. Louis, Missouri –January 5, 2012 – Responsive Respiratory expands free technology offering with
the O2 To Go! Cylinder Duration Online Calculator.
Responsive Respiratory, a leader in high pressure oxygen solutions, announced the launch of a free
online calculator - O2 To Go! Cylinder Duration Web Calculator, an innovative website that provides
Technicians, Therapists, Providers and Patients with a versatile tool to address the biggest concern in
oxygen use: the amount of oxygen available to ambulatory patients. The O2 To Go! calculator is
available at no charge on Responsive Respiratory’s new website: www.respondo2.com
The O2 To Go! Cylinder Duration Calculator allows users to quickly estimate the duration of available
oxygen in hours and minutes by selecting from pre-programmed cylinder, device and flow range
parameters. “The Cylinder Duration Web Calculator simplifies oxygen use and set-ups for
technicians, therapists and patients,” comments Tom Bannon, RRI President. “The user-friendly
inputs ensure quick and accurate results.”
The O2 To Go! Online Calculator is the second oxygen estimator offered by Responsive Respiratory.
The company launched its premier O2 To Go! mobile app for iPhone and Android devices in mid-2011.
“The O2 To Go! website is a natural extension of our popular mobile app,” notes Bannon. “The online
calculator broadens the availability of this handy tool to those that do not have access to smart phone
technology, but have an internet account.”
About Responsive Respiratory - - Responsive Respiratory was founded in 2002 and is dedicated to
providing high quality respiratory products for the home health care and hospital markets. RRI’s full
line of professional respiratory products includes: oxygen conservers, regulators, cylinder carts &
racks and carry cases. For a complete listing of Responsive Respiratory’s products, visit
www.respondo2.com.
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